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parts of it might be under partner Intellectual Property Right (IPR) rules so, prior to using its content
please contact the consortium head for approval.
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of responsibility that might occur as a result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this
publication is the sole responsibility of the OpenMinTeD consortium and can in no way be taken to
reflect the views of the European Union.
The European Union is established in accordance with the Treaty
on European Union (Maastricht). There are currently 28 Member
States of the Union. It is based on the European Communities
and the member states cooperation in the fields of Common
Foreign and Security Policy and Justice and Home Affairs. The five
main institutions of the European Union are the European
Parliament, the Council of Ministers, the European Commission,
the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors.
(http://europa.eu.int/)
OpenMinTeD is a project funded by the European Union (Grant Agreement No 654021).
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Publishable Summary
D8.1 is the first in a series of documents reporting on the work carried in WP8 “Maintenance and
Operations” activity. D8.1 in particular, focuses in the first 18 months of the project. Within
OpenMinTeD project, WP8 is the activity responsible for the establishment and operation of the cloud
computing infrastructure used by the project, and the provision of relevant resources to platform
developers and TDM end-users. During this period WP8 proceeded with the allocation of the necessary
physical hardware, ensuring the availability of cloud computing mechanisms, the allocation of
necessary cloud resources for the purposes of the project and finally ensuring that the necessary
support services are in place, and that they are capable of providing operational and technical support
to OpenMinTeD stakeholders (platform developers, administrators and end-users).
Computing resources are provided for the purposes of the project by GRNET. GRNET currently
operates a Data Center in Athens, Greece, comprising a large number of physical servers, storage
servers and the necessary network infrastructure that allows high-speed interconnectivity with the
pan-European research network GÉANT. GRNET has developed its own in-house cloud computing
solution called ~okeanos and has been offering IaaS cloud capabilities for free to the Greek Research
and Academic community (primarily) and to European researchers in the context of relevant EC
projects.
One of the major tasks that WP8 focused on in this period, was the expansion of ~okeanos capabilities
in order to respond to specific requirements imposed by OpenMinTeD. Although a specific platform
architecture was not available until the later stages of the project, a set of specific requirements were
identified that drove various experimental technical activities. These requirements were:
-

Support for high-level PaaS management capabilities.
Support for elastic and dynamic resource management.
Support for container technologies with focus on the Docker tool ecosystem.

A set of software tools were tested and integrated, partially or fully, with ~okeanos during this process.
Some of those services that in the end are considered relevant for TDM applications will be fully
integrated, whereas for those for which a concrete exploitation scenario within OpenMinTeD is not
visible, will remain dormant with the potential to be revisited and completely integrated up to the end
of the project.
Two significant choices impacted the direction of WP8’s work:
•
•

Public

The selection of Galaxy workflow system as one of the core software tools to be used by
OpenMinTeD.
The selection of Docker containers as the software packaging, distribution and deployment
technology for the project.
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Based on the above WP8 focused on the effort to integrate Galaxy and Docker, with ~okeanos as a
computing resource backend, tested various integration scenarios and identified the next steps needed
in order to allow seamless interaction between Docker-enabled Galaxy workflows and ~okeanos cloud
services. This is still a work in progress although significant progress was made in the early stages of
testing and a concrete set of integration activities has been identified and prioritized within the
~okeanos development team in GRNET.
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1. Introduction
OpenMinTeD has set out with the mandate to create an open, service-oriented e-Infrastructure for
Text and Data Mining (TDM) of scientific and scholarly content. The premise of this infrastructure is
that researchers can collaboratively create, discover, share and re-use knowledge from a wide range of
text-based scientific related sources in a seamless way. As such the choice of the right computing
technologies will play a crucial role in the seamless and successful provision of the services. From
architectural point of view the technology that has been selected to provide the foundations of this
infrastructure is cloud computing due to the latter’s ability to offer customized, flexible and ondemand computing resources, able to satisfy fluctuating demands both for computing power and
storage.
Within OpenMinTeD, WP8 “Maintenance and Operations” is the activity responsible for the
establishment and provision of cloud computing infrastructure and the relevant supported services, in
order to satisfy the computing demands of the projects TDM infrastructure. WP8 is a key actor of the
project since it provides the computing platform were OpenMinTeD’s architecture will be materialized
and as such this is where the various services will live, applications will run and data will reside. WP8 is
targeting mainly the project’s platform developers and not so much the TDM infrastructure end-users,
for whom most of the functionality will (and probably should) be provided in a transparent way. TDM
researchers and scholars should be able to exploit the OpenMinTeD functionality without worrying
were services are running, were data are stored and
This document reports on the establishment of support cloud infrastructure carried in the context of
WP8 in the first 18 months of the project. During this period WP8 partners proceeded with the
allocation of the necessary physical hardware, the availability of cloud computing mechanisms, the
allocation of necessary cloud resources for the purposes of the project and finally ensuring that the
necessary support services are in place, and are capable of providing operational and technical support
to OpenMinTeD users.
Computing resources are provided for the purposes of the project by the Greek Technology and
Research Network (GRNET). GRNET currently operates a Data Center in Athens, Greece, comprising a
large number of physical servers, storage servers and the necessary network infrastructure that allows
high-speed interconnectivity with the pan-European research network GÉANT. GRNET has developed
its own in-house cloud computing solution called ~okeanos and has been offering IaaS cloud
capabilities for free to the Greek Research and Academic community (primarily) and to European
researchers in the context of relevant EC projects.
The document briefly introduces the cloud infrastructure operated by GRNET and the cloud services
that these provide, namely the Cyclades VM management service, the Pithos+ object storage and
various horizontal services running on the cloud. It also details the specific resources that have been
allocated for the purposes of OpenMinTeD with a description of the procedures that project users
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should follow in order to exploit them. The respective support services are analyzed, including the
roles and responsibilities of project stakeholders.
One of the major tasks that WP8 focused during the first months of the project was the expansion of
~okeanos capabilities in order to respond to specific requirements imposed by OpenMinTeD. Although
a specific architecture was not available until the later stages of the project, a set of specific
requirements were identified that drove various experimental technical activities. These requirements
were:
-

Support for high-level PaaS management capabilities.
Support for elastic and dynamic resource management.
Support for container technologies with focus on the Docker ecosystem.

A set of software tools were tested and integrated, partially or fully, with ~okeanos during this process.
Some of those tools that in the end are considered relevant for TDM applications will be fully
integrated, whereas for those for which a concrete exploitation scenario within OpenMinTeD is not
visible, will remain dormant with the potential to be revisited and completely integrated up to the end
of the project.
Two significant choices impacted the direction of WP8’s work:
•
•

The selection of Galaxy workflow system as one of the core software tools to be used by
OpenMinTeD.
The selection of Docker containers as the software packaging, distribution and deployment
technology for the project.

Once these choices were finalized WP8 shifted effort to evaluate the implications of integrating Galaxy
and Docker, with ~okeanos as a computing resource backend, tested various integration scenarios and
identified the next steps needed in order to allow seamless interaction between Docker-enabled
(“dockerized”) Galaxy workflows and ~okeanos cloud services. This last part is currently a work in
progress although significant progress was made in the early stages of testing and a concrete set of
integration activities have been identified and have been prioritized within the ~okeanos development
team in GRNET. In the last section of this document we present the specific scenarios tested, the issues
identified and the further work planned towards a successful Galaxy / ~okeanos integration.
Finally, in the Annexes of the document we present detailed technical reports produced during the
various integration tests as these were recorded by the ~okeanos development team.
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2. OpenMinTeD Cloud Services Overview
GRNET provides and maintains cloud resources i.e., virtual machines and storage space. They are
powered by the ~okeanos IaaS [1], a large-scale Infrastructure as a Service deployment built and
supported by GRNET. Specifically, ~okeanos provides virtual computing and storage services to
the Greek universities and academic communities. It operates on large datacenters and runs the
Synnefo [2] IaaS software (also developed and supported by GRNET).
Synnefo is a complete open source IaaS cloud stack written in Python. It provides Compute, Network,
Image, Volume and Object Storage services similar to the ones offered by popular commercial and
open source cloud solutions on the market. Synnefo features a tiered architecture: hypervisors like
KVM virtualize physical nodes on a cluster, Google Ganeti groups them into virtual clusters, Synnefo
utilizes Ganeti clusters to provide IaaS cloud services and, last but not least, the services are exposed
through the Synnefo REST API (OpenStack compatible), the Synnefo web UI and various end user
applications (i.e., kamaki, agkyra, snf-image-creator, IcaaS).

Cyclades (VM management)
Cyclades is the virtual computing component of Synnefo. It provides quick deployment of virtual
machines (VM) with a wide selection of hardware configurations (flavors) and operating systems
(images). It also supports connectivity through private networks and floating IPs, an SSH key wallet,
detachable disk volumes and post-creation resource modification (resizing).
The users of ~okeanos can create, destroy and manage their virtual computing resources (virtual
machines, networks, IPs, volumes) through:
●

the ~okeanos web user interface

●

the kamaki command line tool

●

by programmatically accessing the ~okeanos API with the kamaki python library

Web UI
The Cyclades Web UI [3] provides a cockpit for managing virtual machines, detachable disks, IPs and
private networks. A wizard makes it easy to create a new virtual machine. There are also tools for
changing the status (e.g., start, shutdown, reboot, destroy), attaching and detaching resources (extra
disks, IPs, connections to VPNs), modifying essential resources (i.e., disk, cores, ram) after creation,
monitoring the CPU and network load and accessing with a graphic console inside the browser.
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Figure 1 - ~okeanos Web GUI

Kamaki CLI
Kamaki provides a command line tool for Linux, Windows and Mac OS X. It provides full access to the
~okeanos API and can be used to command computing resources from command line and scripts.

Figure 2 - OpenMinTeD project info listing using kamaki CLI

API and Kamaki library
The ~okeanos services are exposed as a RESTful API, aligned to the OpenStack specifications. The
kamaki tool provides a python library for programmatic API access, allowing developers to create
applications over ~okeanos services.
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Block Storage
Each VM contains one storage volume, but there is also the option for more. Storage volumes are
represented as virtual block storage devices and are detachable, meaning they can be moved from one
VM to another. Being typically used to expand the storage capacity of a VM, they can also be shared by
other users in the same ~okeanos project.

Pithos+ (cloud object storage)
Pithos+ is the object storage component of Synnefo. It offers persistent object storage with data
deduplication, selective and public sharing, versioning and syncing. User data is organized in objects
grouped in containers.

Web GUI
The Pithos+ Web GUI [4] makes it easy to use data objects as files in a typical directory structure. Files
can be uploaded, downloaded, deleted, copied and moved. They can also be shared with groups of
~okeanos users or publicly (externally accessible URL).

Figure 3 - Pithos Web GUI. Browsing documents
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Figure 4 - Pithos+ Web GUI. Browsing user VM images

Agkyra syncing client
Agkyra is a stand-alone file syncing client for Pithos+. It pairs local directories to Pithos+ containers,
allowing users to keep their data synchronized across multiple hosts. It runs on Linux, Windows and
Mac OS X.

Figure 5 - Agkyra desktop application

Kamaki CLI
Kamaki provides commands for fully utilizing the Pithos+ API. It runs on Linux, Windows and Mac OS X
and can be used to issue storage resource commands and to automate their use with shell scripts.
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Figure 6 - Browsing file info on Pithos+ from kamaki CLI

API and kamaki library
The Pithos+ RESTful API is an extension of the OpenStack Storage API. The Kamaki python library
provides programmatic access allowing developers to create their own storage applications (e.g.,
"agkyra" is built over kamaki).

Horizontal Services
2.3.1 ~okeanos images
Virtual machines are spawned from system images. A collection of images is maintained as part of the
~okeanos service, with respect to robustness and security. They involve the most popular Linux and
Windows distributions. Individual users may also create and maintain their own images, using
tools developed by GRNET (e.g. snf-image-creator and kamaki – see below).
Created images are registered through the ~okeanos Image API and stored as a single file in a Pithos+
container. The images provided and supported by ~okeanos are stored in a systemic container so that
they won't charge user storage quotas. Individually created images are stored in a container owned by
a user, but they can be shared or published so that other users can take advantage of them.
It is a common practice to capture images from well-configured virtual machines to simplify the setup
procedure or to ensure easy redeployment in case of a failure.
snf-image-creator
The snf-image-creator tool allows the creation of a system image and can be used for snapshotting
instances of a virtual machine. The image source can be vendor image, a local machine or a virtual
machine. The tool runs in a console but provides a curses-based wizard to simplify the process. The
tool can be used to create images from most popular Linux and other *nix distributions as well as
Windows (2008R2 or more recent). It can be configured to remove sensitive information so that the
image can be used in different usage scenarios and scopes.
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kamaki CLI and library
Advanced users and developers can access the Image API of ~okeanos (OpenStack compatible) using
the kamaki (CLI and python) library. This is mostly useful for advanced and administrative operations.
Kamaki bundles access to all the ~okeanos APIs, which is crucial since the components are
interconnected, i.e., Image depends on Pithos+ and Cyclades depend on Image.
2.3.2 Authorization/Authentication
The ~okeanos/astakos module controls access, permissions and resource quotas.
2.3.2.1 Infrastructure level users
There are two types of infrastructure users: academic and classic.

Academic login
Users coming from a (Greek) academic organization federated with eduGAIN [5] can be authenticated
through the Shibboleth [6] protocol. This allows automatic access to most academic users.
Default user quotas for academic users are usually set to zero. Users can apply for resources after
authentication, using the ~okeanos project mechanism (see section 2.4).
Classic login
~okeanos supports classic authentication with username and password to interdependent ~okeanos
users. It also supports authentication through federations (e.g., Shibboleth). The classic login is
typically enabled manually by the users after they authenticate through a federation. This mode of
authentication is typically used in the context of international collaborations and EC projects such as
OpenMinTeD.
API authentication
Third party applications can access the ~okeanos services through the API. In the Astakos API
(compatible with OpenStack Identity), users are assigned a token which is used by external applications
(e.g., kamaki, Agkyra, snf-image-creator) to access ~okeanos resources. For security reasons, the token
is automatically renewed every four weeks.
2.3.2.2 VM level users
When a VM is created, ~okeanos generates the password for the super user of the system (e.g., root
for Debian, user for Ubuntu, Administrator for Windows). Users can access their VMs with a
browser graphic console, a VNC console, or SSH.

Web-based graphic console
On the ~okenos/cyclades UI, users can click on the "console" option to open a new window with
graphic access. Users should then provide a username and password pair.
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VNC client
A VNC graphic client can be used to access the VM. The credentials for VNC access can be acquired
with the kamaki CLI or programmatically with the kamaki python library.
SSH with password
Most official system images (e.g., all Linux images) are configured to provide SSH access on new VMs.
Users can use their favorite SSH client to securely login in their machines.
SSH with keys (no password)
Users can inject their public keys in to their VMs on creation time. When the VM is up, an SSH client
can be used to provide secure but passwordless access. The creation of a VM with passwordless SSH
access is rather simple when performed from the web UI: the public keys are uploaded on the public
key wallet at any time (not during the VM creation). When the VM creation wizard is running, the users
can select which keys should be added. This process can also be performed with the kamaki CLI or
programmatically with the kamaki library, with targeted file injections (called “personalities”) on
creation time.

Monitoring
The ~okeanos IaaS provides limited monitoring capabilities at the infrastructure level. Specifically,
users can view the CPU and network load of their virtual machines graphically through the web UI.
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Figure 7 - VM monitoring from ~okeanos Web GUI

In most cases, monitoring can be implemented by the users on the VM level. Users can deploy virtual
machines with monitoring tools installed. Typically, one of the VMs can be assigned the role to gather
monitoring information, which will be reported by monitoring applications installed on each VM of the
virtual cluster. This approach can utilize the capabilities of popular open source software i.e., Cacti [8],
Munin [9], Kibana [10], Graphite [11] or Ganglia [12].

Accounting
On the infrastructure level, user resources are managed by ~okeanos/Astakos and the project
mechanism (see section 3). When an ~okeanos user requests to use a resource, the request has to be
approved by the Astakos service. Resources (i.e., CPU cores, RAM, disk volumes, IPs, private networks,
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storage space) are assigned to users and projects. The limit for each resource is defined by the user
and the project to which it is assigned. Users can be members on multiple projects and utilize them
simultaneously. Information on usage and quotas per user is provided in the web UI Dashboard, under
the "Usage" section, as well as from the command line or programmatically with kamaki. This
information is restricted to the authenticated user only. An ~okeanos user cannot have access to the
accounting information of other users.
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3. Project Resource Provisioning
Projects in ~okeanos
~okeanos supports the notion of Projects as a management tool for allocating cloud resources for
particular fixed-term activities. A project is assigned a set of maximum resources which can be
exploited by the project users. A project user is a person who holds valid ~okeanos credentials and has
been accepted as a member of the project. The project owner (the person who has initiated the
creation of an ~okeanos project) is responsible for accepting or rejecting project membership requests.
He/She is also responsible for issuing modification requests for the project in order to increase the
member/overall quota. All project management activities are performed through the ~okeanos Web
GUI or the kamaki CLI and library tool.

OpenMinTeD projects in ~okeanos
Two ~okeanos Projects have been created by GRNET. The first project registered with the name
openminted.grnet.gr is dedicated to hosting the OpenMinTeD platform and all the end-user services
that are being developed in the context of the project.
3.2.1 OpenMinTeD generic ~okeanos project
The project appears with the following information on ~okeanos.

Figure 8 - OpenMinTeD project in ~okeanos

The computing resources available for the whole project and per user are as follows:
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Figure 9 - Resource allocated for openminted.grnet.gr project

Project membership (number of participants) is unlimited. Members of OpenMinTeD who wish to
access ~okeanos and the assigned resources should first get an account in ~okeanos service and then
request access to the okeanos.grnet.gr project using the Dashboard option on the Web GUI.
Membership requests are handled by the Project Owner (see next section). Members can leave the
project whenever they wish. This policy is reflected in ~okeanos and is visible from the project
dashboard:

Figure 10 - Member enrollment policy in openminted.grnet.gr project

3.2.2 OpenMinTeD AAI project
The second project is named aai.openminted.grnet.gr and as the name implies is dedicated to the AAI
activities run by GRNET in the context of WP8 and will cover relevant resource requirements. The
project has been allocated the following resources:
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Figure 11 - Resource allocation for the aai.openminted.grnet.gr project

Resource Utilization
The following table summarizes the resources utilized by OpenMinTeD projects as of the writing of this
report. We’ve taken into account stable services running either on production basis or permanent preproduction services currently used for experimentation and development.
VM #

Role

CPU
cores

Main Memory
(MB)

Volume Storage
(GB)

1

Nginx proxy server

4

8192

40

2

Nexus Repository

4

8192

40

3

Build server (Jenkins)

4

8192

40

4

WebAnno server

4

4096

20

5

WP9 Demonstrator 1

8

8192

60
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6

WP9 Demonstrator 2

8

8192

60

7

TDM linguistic pipeline

8

8192

60

8

Virtuoso triple store

8

8192

60

9

Galaxy development instance 1

8

8192

60

10

Galaxy development instance 2

4

8192

60

11

HTTP Load balancer (nginx)

4

2048

5

12

HTTP Load balancer
(nginx/standby)

4

2048

5

13

SAML (SimpleSAMLphp)
Account Registry (COmanage)

4

4096

10

14

SAML (SimpleSAMLphp)
Account Registry (COmanage)

4

4096

10

15

Cache (memcached)

1

1024

5

16

Cache (memcached)

1

1024

5

17

DB (postgresql/master)

2

2048

20

18

DB (postgresql/hot standby)

2

2048

20

19

OIDC (MITREid Connect)

4

4096

10

20

OIDC (MITREid Connect)

4

4096

10

21

Backup (barman)

2

2048

60

92 (CPU
cores)

106,496 (MB)

660 (GB)

Total Resources consumed on
~okeanos
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4. Support Services
Technical Support
~okeanos has an established technical support that provides 8x5 support to all ~okeanos users. For the
purposes of OpenMinTeD project a dedicated mailing list has been created:
openminted@lists.grnet.gr
All enquiries and problem reporting regarding the usage or resources offered to OpenMinTeD should
pass through the above mailing list. This list is managed by GRNET members of OpenMinTeD who act
as first level of support. If the problem cannot be handled at this level, it is escalated by the GRNET
OpenMinTeD team to the core Okeanos support team. All issues are filtered by the first level of
support in order to streamline the interaction between OpenMinTeD and ~okeanos operations.

Documentation
Detailed ~okeanos documentation is available from the main service web site:
https://okeanos.grnet.gr/support/user-guide/
The above covers the usage of Cyclades and Pithos+ services as well as the Web-based Okeanos
Dashboard.
Programmers who would like to take advantage of the ~okeanos underlying API should look into
synnefo, the underlying cloud stack that powers it. Detailed documentation of the software including
the kamaki CLI and the Python API is available from synnefo’s web site:
https://www.synnefo.org/docs/synnefo/0.18/
Additional OpenMinTeD documentation will be developed in case we identify gaps in the information
provided from the existing material and in order to respond to specific issues particular to the TDM
domain and in relation with the rest of the services developed by the project and are running on the
cloud (e.g. Galaxy).

Roles and Procedures
For the purposes of the project we identify the following roles and groups:
●

Cloud Resource managers

●

Cloud Resource users

●

Okeanos Project manager
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4.3.1 Cloud Resource Managers
Cloud resource management is the responsibility of a designated team of experts from the project,
mainly from WP8 and WP7. Cloud Resource Managers have an account in the ~okeanos service and are
members of the openminted.grnet.gr ~okeanos Project.
CRMs are able to:
●

Instantiate and destroy VMs

●

Manage VM configurations (add remove CPUs, disk space, memory etc)

●

Create, manage and destroy Disk Volumes

●

Create and manage Public IPs

●

Create and manage Private Networks

●

Utilize Pithos+ storage

Access to the above capabilities is available both from the Web GUI and the ~okeanos API.
4.3.2 Cloud Resource Users
VM access is provided to any project member that requires computing resources. Access is provided
using password-less SSH public key authentication. Administrator passwords if needed (e.g. for
management purposes) are provided securely offline.
Change requests regarding VM machine configuration should be forwarded to the Cloud Resource
Management team.
4.3.3 Cloud Project Owner
Change requests regarding overall openminted.grnet.gr allocated resources are forwarded to the WP8
team who is the owner of the ~okeanos project. These changes refer to altering the maximum
available capacity offered to project members for the following resources:
-

Total VMs

-

Total memory and memory per user

-

Total CPU core and cores per user

-

Total storage and storage per user

-

Number of Private networks

-

Number Public IPs (IPv4 addresses)

Service Maintenance and Downtime Notifications
~okeanos services may need to become unavailable for a limited period of time due to scheduled
maintenance activities. In this case, all registered users are notified one week in advance for the
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imminent service disruption. For the purpose of OpenMinTeD this includes the Cloud Project Owner
and the Cloud Resource Managers team, whose responsibility is to further notify Cloud Resource
Users. The end-users will have the responsibility to prepare for downtime on the VM and application
level.
Detailed information regarding service disruption is available from the ~okeanos web site at
http://okeanos.grnet.gr.
At the end of the scheduled maintenance period all ~okeanos users are notified by email that the
services are back online. In the case of OpenMinTeD the CRM team will have to further notify the
Cloud Resource Users who are responsible to make sure that the production VMs and hosted
applications are back online.

Service Availability
Service availability refers to the time that the service is available for usage without any failures. Service
availability is calculated as the percentage of time that the service was offered uninterrupted for a
given period of time (usually one year). The availability of ~okeanos is 99%. The non-availability
percentage is due to: scheduled downtimes, sub-system failures, infrastructure maintenance, power
grid failures and software updates.
One major factor affecting IT service availability is the availability of the hosting physical infrastructure.
In the case of Okeanos, the service, as mentioned, is hosted in GRNET’s proprietary datacenter in
Athens. This datacenter is designated as Tier 1 according to TIA‘s (Telecommunication Industry
Association) classification [7]. According to this, GRNET’s datacenter offers 99,671% uptime
availability which means that statistically 28,8 hours per year the datacenter will be on downtime
due to unexpected problems related with power management and support infrastructure system
failures.

VM Multitenancy and Performance
OpenMinTeD Virtual Machines in ~okeanos, are running on a multitenancy environment. This means
that they share the same physical machine with VMs belonging to other users and projects. This is the
default mode of operation of ~okeanos and the typical behavior of all public IaaS providers. In some
cases, this may result in side effects between the VMs, such as limited I/O performance, limited CPU
performance etc. This is generally normal and shouldn’t impact the behavior of hosted services at least
when it occurs for a limited period of time.
In the context of OpenMinTeD if is considered that some critical service underperforms in the cloud
(e.g. comparing with a similar installation on a local machine) the WP8 support team through the Cloud
Project Owner will negotiate with ~okeanos administrators the possibility to migrate the specific VM to
a different, less loaded, physical host. This capability may not be always possible, especially if not a
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standard VM profile is used (e.g. in the case the VM uses more than 8 cores, or more than 16 GB of
memory, etc).

Backup
The safety of data stored in Pithos+ is guaranteed at the data center level, making Pithos+ a safe place
for backing up important data.
Virtual machines, on the other hand, store data on disk volumes which are not backed up
automatically. In other words, ~okeanos users should take care of data safety by installing a backup
and recovery mechanism. Security issues should also be considered i.e., encryption of backups and on
the restoration process.
GRNET provides Backup-as-a-Service solution for incremental and encrypted data backups. The
application operates on each VM individually and can be set to schedule selective backups. Pithos+
storage is used as the backup repository.
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5. Expanding ~okeanos capabilities
In the context of WP8 we have initiated activities targeting the expansion of ~okeanos capabilities in
order to meet OpenMinTeD specific requirements. These requirements are driven from the need to
offer flexible, elastic and dynamic services and also to cover the requirement for supporting emerging
technologies like containers.
In Synnefo, infrastructure utilizers are required to setup tools for automated deployment, monitoring,
accounting, scaling, etc. on top of the ~okeanos layer of virtual resources. Many solutions have been
proposed and assessed based on the following criteria:
•

Connectivity with Synnefo API

•

Portability to various clouds

•

Provisioning and scaling

•

Ease of use, GUI, service developer/maintainer friendly

•

Reporting (accounting, monitoring)

•

Licensing

Our survey does not only rely on documentation provided by the tool vendors but also on hands-on
experience and testing performed by the GRNET ~okeanos team.
It should be stated that provisioning does not work out of the box on any of the proposed solutions,
but it is fairly simple to implement if required. The problem occurs due to the lack of support for the
Synnefo API and it is a minor drawback, since provision can be handled manually with the kamaki tool
when setting up or upgrading the virtual infrastructure.

SlipStream
SixSq SlipStream [20] orchestrates service deployments over virtual clusters. SlipStream supports
various cloud backends (e.g., OpenStack, OCCI, EC2), simplifying porting deployed services between
them. Provisioning backend nodes is easy but not completely automated. Scaling is semi-automatic in
the sense that it is controlled by user configurations. SlipStream logs backend utilization, similar to the
information provided by Synnefo. It is open source, under Apache License 2.0.
A Synnefo/SlipStream connector has been developed in the context of the CELAR FP7 project in order
to allow elastic resource management of SlipStream deployments over ~okeanos. Unfortunately, this
connector is no longer supported and, as it was evident from the tests run by the WP8 team, and it
currently doesn’t work very well with recent versions of SlipStream and Synnefo.
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Juju
Cannonical Juju [19] orchestrates services bundled in Juju-specific recipes called “charms”. A charm
affects the way a service is deployed and scales over a cloud infrastructure. Juju can run on various
cloud backends, but mostly Ubuntu-based environments are supported. The Juju GUI is intuitive,
especially in the way it represents resource allocation and scaling. The software is licensed under GPL
v3.
Cannonical approached GRNET a few months ago in order to investigate the potential of using Juju
together with ~okeanos. GRNET considered it as a good opportunity to use Juju in order to satisfy
potential requirements from OpenMinTeD in term of VM deployment, usability and resource dynamic
management. Towards this direction and as a proof of concept, a Synnefo connector was developed by
the GRNET team with the help of Cannonical tech support (see Annex A: Synnefo environment provider
on Juju) for a detailed description. The connector enables a basic integration of Juju and ~okeanos
allowing a semi-automated setup of VM deployments and management through the Juju CLI. For a
complete integration and the ability to manage deployments also from the graphical Web interface
additional effort will be needed.
For the time being this work is paused since the focus has been moved to integrating Docker and
Galaxy, but will be revisited and re-evaluated in the next few months especially in the case that Juju can
work well together with Docker and the extra features that Juju will provided will be dimmed important
for the functionality of OpenMinTeD platform.

Docker
Docker [27] is currently the most popular software containerization solution. Docker containers wrap a
piece of software in a complete filesystem that contains everything needed to run: code, runtime,
system tools, system libraries – anything that can be installed on a server. This guarantees that the
software will always run the same, regardless of its environment. Containers running on a single
machine share the same operating system kernel. Images are constructed from layered filesystems and
share common files. Containers isolate applications from one another and the underlying
infrastructure, while providing an added layer of protection for the application.
Docker is a significant technology for OpenMinTeD platform since the project partners have decided
that most (if not all) end user applications and services will be packaged, deployed and instantiated as
Docker containers. As such integration of the Docker stack with ~okeanos has become an important
aspect of the project and has been put into the focus of WP8 work. During the past months, we’ve run
various tests, many of them together with the Galaxy integration effort, in order to identify potential
compatibility issues between ~okeanos and Docker, and define the necessary integration tasks in order
to overcome them.
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Application execution relies in Docker engine tool which can easily be deployed in Linux based VMs on
~okeanos. Thus simple Docker container runs (through the ‘docker run’ command) are straightforward
and local container instantiations are supported out of the box. More interesting scenarios, and
relevant for cloud environments, can take advantage of the ability to deploy clusters of VMs and
distribute container executions on them. For these cases software tools like docker-machine and
Docker swarm are relevant (see next paragraph). Docker-machine automates the instantiation of VMs
on cloud services and the deployment of Docker stack on them in order to be ready to execute
containers. Docker-machine supports various cloud stacks for automated deployment but not
~okeanos. In this case, some manual steps are required for VM startup and configuration. The
development of a docker-machine driver for ~okeanos will be one of the tasks to be evaluated in the
coming months.

Docker Swarm and Compose
Docker Swarm [22] distributes containers on cloud infrastructures (VMs). Docker Compose [23] can
deploy non-trivial multi-container services based on orchestration scripts. Put together, they present a
robust solution which has been successfully tested on ~okeanos to deploy service stacks on multiple
nodes. The Docker ecosystem can be easily ported to other platforms supporting Docker, as long as the
services are packaged into Docker images. It provides isolation on containers and networks. There is
also a GUI for monitoring tasks, but it is poor in features. On the other hand, each Docker tool is
assisted by CLIs which are easy to use and support advanced monitoring and managing functionality.
Docker tools can also be accessed programmatically through their APIs, if needed. Accounting has to be
implemented separately. All tools are available under Apache License 2.0.

Apache Mesos with Marathon and Docker
Apache Mesos [24] is a cluster manager, while Marathon [25] is an orchestrator. These distributed tools
have been tested over ~okeanos infrastructure and they were able to deploy multi-stack services
bundled in Docker containers, using simple orchestration scripts (similar to Docker compose). The
system is easily ported to other Mesos/Marathon deployments or, on the Docker level, to any system
supporting Docker. Marathon GUI is Open Source and features task monitoring and management and
adequate resource allocation reports on the container level. There is also a REST API allowing control of
the system from a terminal or the development of non-trivial automation scripts. The system seems to
manage scaling well (like Docker swarm), but our experiments were minimal and they cannot be
considered conclusive. All components are licensed under Apache 2.0.

YARN with Docker
YARN [21], the Apache Hadoop scheduler, can be used independently to run various jobs, including
containerized services, since version 2. As a proof of concept, we have deployed Docker images on a
YARN scheduler managing two ~okeanos VMs. An even better proof that YARN can work on ~okeanos is
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~orka, a PaaS environment for deploying Hadoop clusters on ~okeanos, which is already on production
and used by researchers in the context of E-science project. The advantage of this approach is that it
can easily be relocated to different cloud infrastructures supporting YARN or even just (Docker)
containers with a scheduler. The disadvantage is that YARN scheduler is optimized for map/reduce jobs,
therefore it may lack in performance compared to other schedulers when running general purpose
services. A Hadoop-oriented GUI allows the monitoring of tasks, their status and output, but it is poor
in reporting general purpose tasks. The software is licensed under Apache 2.0.

Galaxy Platform
Galaxy [26] is an open, web-based platform for computational research. Galaxy allows users without
programming experience to easily specify parameters and run tools and workflows, with the ability to
repeat and understand a complete computational analysis. The Galaxy project was instantiated by the
Bioinformatics community to cover relevant research and collaboration requirements but is generic
enough to be exploited in different domains such as TDM.
OpenMinTeD has decided on Galaxy as the software of choice for supporting the workflow execution
requirements of the project’s TDM platform under development. As such it has become a critical
component to the overall OpenMinTeD architecture. Optimal integration between Galaxy and
~okeanos will become crucial to achieve the best possible utilization of cloud resources from
OpenMinTeD end-user services and applications. For this reason, WP8 initiated a series of tests to
evaluate the integration capabilities between Galaxy and ~okeanos, identify possible problems and
perform the necessary development and configuration tasks in order to make this integration optimal.
These tests were combined with additional integration tests with Docker since it has been decided that
the majority of OpenMinTeD tools running on Galaxy will have the form of Docker containers.
A detailed description of the integration tests run can be found in Annex C: Galaxy Platform
Integration. In brief during these tests we managed to perform the following activities:
-

Public

Deploy and configured various Galaxy instances on ~okeanos VMs.
Managed to install simple tools in Galaxy and run them locally on VMs.
Integrated Galaxy with a SLURM scheduler and run parallel applications on a cluster of physical
nodes (not ~okeanos VMs)
Installed tools in the form of Docker containers in a Galaxy instance and run them locally in a
Docker Engine enabled VM.
Created a Docker swarm comprised of multiple VMs and run a workflow of mixed Dockerized
and simple (non-dockerized tools) on the swarm.
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Figure 12 - A test Galaxy instance on ~okeanos VM

During this process, various issues and compatibility gaps were identified and a set of tasks was
identified and prioritized in order to achieve the level of integration needed for the purposes of the
project. These tasks include among others the following:
-

Dynamic allocation of VMs and allocation in Docker swarms
Integration of Pithos+ as a storage backend for storing Galaxy datasets
Integration with AAI OpenMinTeD Federation
Credential management and delegation

Conclusion
The deployment and handling of services and applications being designed in the context of
OpenMinTeD require higher level management and monitoring than the one provided by any IaaS,
including ~okeanos. To cope with this demand, we suggest using a container-based technology like the
one presented above. The advantages of such an approach are considerable: separation of
development and deployment, portability, scaling on a higher level (containers rather than physical or
virtual nodes), robustness, simplicity on managing the applications.
Among the technologies we tried out, Docker-related solutions stand out for their availability,
portability, support from community, quality of documentation, ease of programming and licensing
flexibility. In particular, Docker Swarm and Apache Mesos are both general purpose enough to cover
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our needs, they provide an adequate set of monitoring and management tools and allow the
development of tailored solutions to much particular needs.
In the context of WP8 we’ve initiated activities targeting the expansion of ~okeanos capabilities in
order to cover OpenMinTeD specific requirements. These requirements are stemmed from the need to
offer flexible, elastic and dynamic services and also to cover the requirement for supporting emerging
technologies like containers.
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6. Annex A: Synnefo environment provider on Juju
Like any other environment provider on Juju, Synnefo provider follows the steps described in the
official documentation page of Juju.
Synnefo provider implementation is based on the juju-2.0-beta8 tag of the official repository
(https://github.com/juju/juju/tree/juju-2.0-beta8).
Juju installation
In order to prepare the environment and install Juju with the implementation of the Synnefo provider,
you have to follow the procedure described below:
$ sudo apt-get install golang-go bzr
$ export GOPATH=~/go
$ export PATH=$PATH:$GOPATH/bin
$ go get -d [-v] github.com/juju/juju/... # -d: don't build deps
$ cd $GOPATH/src/github.com/juju/juju/
$ make install-dependencies
$ go get launchpad.net/godeps
$ godeps -u dependencies.tsv
$ go install [-v] github.com/juju/juju/...
$ go test github.com/juju/juju/...
packages in Juju project

#

"..."

means:

also

run

tests

of

all

Note: We have tested and installed Juju on Ubuntu Trusty VMs.
To use our code located in Phabricator, you have to run:
$ cd $GOPATH/src/github.com/juju/juju/
$
git
remote
set-url
origin
user@phab.dev.grnet.gr:222/diffusion/JUJU/juju-grnet-repo.git

ssh://phab-vcs-

[ $ git remote add upstream https://github.com/juju/juju # For syncing with
upstream repo ]
$ git fetch
$ git checkout [your branch]
[ $ godeps -u dependencies.tsv # In case some dependencies changed! ]
$ go install github.com/juju/juju/...
$ go test github.com/juju/juju/...

Create a Juju controller in Synnefo environment
Firstly, it's recommended to read about some Juju basics (https://jujucharms.com/docs/devel/jujuconcepts).
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Add Synnefo cloud
The first thing you have to do is to add Synnefo cloud to the list of known clouds of Juju. To do so, you
have to create a YAML-formatted file with the information that Juju requires and import it. The format
of the file to create a new Synnefo should be the following:
clouds:
<cloud_name>:
type: synnefo
auth-types: [userpass]
regions:
default:
endpoint: <https://xxx.yyy.zzz:35574/v0.0/>

Specifically, a YAML example file for Synnefo (e.g. snf.yaml) is:
clouds:
snf_cloud:
type: synnefo
auth-types: [userpass]
regions:
default:
endpoint: https://accounts.okeanos.grnet.gr/identity/v2.0

When you create the aforementioned YAML file, you are ready to import it with:
juju add-cloud snf_cloud snf.yaml

Now you can verify that Juju knows about your Synnefo cloud by running:
juju list-clouds

More details can be found in Juju Clouds (https://jujucharms.com/docs/devel/clouds).
Add your Synnefo credentials
In order to interact with your newly created Synnefo cloud, Juju needs your Synnefo credentials.
Specifically for Synnefo, the only thing which Juju needs to know is the API token.
You can add it by running:
juju add-credential snf_cloud

Then Juju will ask you the information it needs, i.e. one credential name and the token.
To verify that your credentials for the specified cloud were added, run:
juju list-credentials

More details can be found in Juju Credentials (https://jujucharms.com/docs/devel/credentials).
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Create Juju controller for Synnefo cloud
Now we are ready to create our first Juju controller on a Synnefo cloud.
Firstly, we have to create another YAML file which defines the Synnefo configuration required for the
creation of the controller.
The things you have to specify are:
•

snf-project: The UUID of the Synnefo project in which the created resources will be assigned
(could be obtained with kamaki project list).

•

kamakirc-path: Relative path in $HOME where Juju will create the kamakirc file.

•

ssh-key-path: Relative path in $HOME of your SSH public key.

Moreover, you have to specify the default series of the tools which Juju will look for.
Therefore the YAML file named snf-config.yaml has the following format:
snf-project: <UUID of synnefo project>
kamakirc-path: .test/kamakirc
ssh-key-path: .ssh/id_rsa.pub
default-series: trusty

Then, we are ready to create our first controller by running:
juju bootstrap --config snf-config.yaml <a_controller_name> snf_cloud --debug -upload-tools

This is going to take a while... To verify that your controller is created, run:
juju list-controllers

More details can be found in Juju Controllers (https://jujucharms.com/docs/devel/controllers).
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7. Annex B: Docker and Mesos/Marathon with ~okeanos
backend
We tested the following instructions on Ubuntu Trusty VMs.
Provision
Please ensure that you have all required quotas and resources available, e.g. IPs
Create 3 VMs with kamaki (you need 3 floating IPv4)
$ kamaki server create --name "mesos " \
--image-id 3a6207cd-1ef1-4c10-b715-79d44df513e1 --flavor-id 25 \
-p /home/user/.ssh/id_rsa.pub,/root/.ssh/authorized_keys,root,root,0600 \
--project-id a6f26140-0af2-4e52-9984-51a1df051619 -w --cluster-size 3

Let "mesos 1" be master of our cluster.
On each node run:
Required for Marathon.
$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:webupd8team/java -y
$ sudo apt-get update -y
$ sudo apt-get install oracle-java8-installer oracle-java8-set-default -y

Setup Mesos and Marathon
$ sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://keyserver.ubuntu.com:80 --recv E56151BF
$ DISTRO=$(lsb_release -is | tr '[:upper:]' '[:lower:]')
$ CODENAME=$(lsb_release -cs)
$ echo "deb http://repos.mesosphere.com/${DISTRO} ${CODENAME} main" | \
sudo tee /etc/apt/sources.list.d/mesosphere.list
$ sudo apt-get -y update
$ sudo apt-get -y install mesos marathon

For configuring Zookeeper, on *every* node edit /etc/mesos/zk and replace localhost with of ip of
master.
Also, in /etc/zookeeper/conf/zoo.cfg uncomment "#server.1=zookeeper1:2888:3888" and replace
"zookeeper1" with master's ip address.
Since we have only one master in our example, we don't need an additional configuration for the
Quorum.
On the master VM
$ echo <master_ip> | sudo tee /etc/mesos-master/ip
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$ sudo cp /etc/mesos-master/ip /etc/mesos-master/hostname
$ sudo mkdir -p /etc/marathon/conf
$ sudo cp /etc/mesos-master/hostname /etc/marathon/conf
$ sudo cp /etc/mesos/zk /etc/marathon/conf/master
$ sudo cp /etc/marathon/conf/master /etc/marathon/conf/zk
In /etc/marathon/conf/zk replace "/mesos" suffix with "/marathon"

Configure hostname and hosts
$ echo <master_ip> | sudo tee /etc/mesos-master/ip
$ sudo cp /etc/mesos-master/ip /etc/mesos-master/hostname

Start services
On master VM
sudo stop mesos-slave
echo manual | sudo tee /etc/init/mesos-slave.override
sudo restart zookeeper
sudo start mesos-master
sudo start marathon
•

visit mesos admin page on http://<master_ip>:5050

•

visit marathon UI on http://<master_ip>:8080

Configure slave nodes
Install docker engine
$ sudo apt-get install apt-transport-https ca-certificates -y
$ sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://p80.pool.sks-keyservers.net:80 --recv-keys
58118E89F3A912897C070ADBF76221572C52609D
$
echo
deb
https://apt.dockerproject.org/repo
ubuntu-trusty
/etc/apt/sources.list.d/docker.list # for Ubuntu Trusty

main

>

$ sudo apt update
$ sudo apt-get purge lxc-docker
$ apt-cache policy docker-engine
$ sudo apt-get install docker-engine -y
$ echo 'docker,mesos' > /etc/mesos-slave/containerizers
$ echo '5mins' > /etc/mesos-slave/executor_registration_timeout
$ sudo restart mesos-slave

Configure hostname and hosts
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$ echo <node_ip> | sudo tee /etc/mesos-slave/ip
$ sudo cp /etc/mesos-slave/ip /etc/mesos-slave/hostname

Start mesos-slave
$ sudo start mesos-slave

Setup Mesos-DNS as a Marathon job
Mesos-DNS is used for service discovery and load balancing. It uses its own DNS server and name each
service as follows:
`<service_name>.<framework>.mesos`

We use Marathon to run this service. It can be installed on any node we pick.
On one of our nodes
$ wget https://github.com/mesosphere/mesos-dns/releases/download/v0.5.2/mesosdns-v0.5.2-linux-amd64
$ mv mesos-dns-v0.5.2-linux-amd64 mesos_dns
$ chmod +x mesos_dns

also create this:
config.json
{
"zk": "zk://<master_ip>:2181/mesos",
"masters": ["<master_ip>:5050"],
"refreshSeconds": 60,
"ttl": 60,
"domain": "mesos",
"port": 53,
"resolvers": ["8.8.8.8"],
"timeout": 5,
"httpon": true,
"dnson": true,
"httpport": 8123,
"externalon": true,
"listener": "<node_ip>",
"SOAMname": "ns1.mesos",
"SOARname": "root.ns1.mesos",
"SOARefresh": 60,
"SOARetry":
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"SOAExpire":

86400,

"SOAMinttl": 60,
"IPSources": ["netinfo", "mesos", "host"]
}

At this point you can move mesos_dns and config.json to a standard location (e.g., /usr/local)
$ mkdir /usr/local/mesos-dns -p
$ mv mesos_dns /usr/local/mesos-dns
$ mv config.json /usr/local/mesos-dns

To run the service we will need to create this:
mesos-dns.json
{
"cmd": "sudo
dns/config.json",

/usr/local/mesos-dns/mesos_dns

-config=/usr/local/mesos-

"cpus": 1.0,
"mem": 1024,
"id": "mesos-dns",
"instances": 1,
"constraints": [["hostname", "CLUSTER", "<node-ip>"]]
}

Deploy the service
$
curl
-X
POST
-H
"Content-Type:
ip>:8080/v2/apps -d@mesos-dns.json

application/json"

http://<master-

On every VM
$ sudo sed -i '1s/^/nameserver <node-ip>\n /' /etc/resolv.conf

Deploy a docker image
We will demonstrate with the official wordpress image from the docker hub. By default wordpress
depends on mysql, which will run as another service.
We need a configuration file in json to describe the two apps and how they are interconnected. We
can create this file anywhere, e.g. on our laptop.
wordpress.json
{
"id": "wordpress",
"apps": [
{
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"id": "mysql",
"container": {
"type": "DOCKER",
"docker": {
"image": "mysql:5.5",
"network": "HOST"
}
},
"env": {
"SERVICE_NAME": "mysql",
"SERVICE_TAGS": "wordpress",
"MYSQL_DATABASE": "wordpress",
"MYSQL_USER": "wordpress",
"MYSQL_PASSWORD": "wordpress",
"MYSQL_ROOT_PASSWORD": "password"
},
"cpus": 1,
"mem": 512.0,
"instances": 1
},
{
"id": "wordpress",
"container": {
"type": "DOCKER",
"docker": {
"image": "wordpress",
"network": "HOST"
}
},
"env": {
"SERVICE_NAME": "wordpress",
"WORDPRESS_DB_HOST": "mysql-wordpress.marathon.mesos",
"WORDPRESS_DB_USER": "wordpress",
"WORDPRESS_DB_PASSWORD": "wordpress",
"WORDPRESS_DB_NAME": "wordpress"
},
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"cpus": 1,
"mem": 256.0,
"instances": 1,
"healthChecks": [{
"path": "/",
"portIndex": 0,
"protocol": "HTTP"
}],
"dependencies": ["/wordpress/mysql"]
}
]
}

Now, we will use the configuration file to run the service with an API call
Deploy wordpress
$ curl -X POST -H "Content-Type: application/json" http://<master-ip>/v2/groups
-d@wordpress.json
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8. Annex C: Galaxy Platform Integration
Running workloads with SLURM scheduler
This was the first test run in order to check the capabilities to integrate with resource schedulers
supporting DRMAA standard API [14] such as SLURM [13]. Galaxy was deployed on the ARIS
supercomputer operated by GRNET (http://hpc.grnet.gr). It was installed on a personal account (no
root access). Basic functionality, such as starting the service, creating user account and logging in,
worked out of the box. Integration with SLURM was not that straightforward, though. It required
compilation of an external library (developed by PSNC [15]) and enabling various configuration options.
After some tests, we successfully created a simple Galaxy Tool and added in the tools list. It is just a
simple “Hello World” shell script. We were able to run it locally first. We managed to properly
configure and to successfully submit the tool as a job to a queue. SLURM queue and resource
requirements (cores, memory etc) are hardcoded in the configuration file as follows:
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job_conf>
<plugins>
<plugin id="local" type="runner"
load="galaxy.jobs.runners.local:LocalJobRunner" workers="4"/>
<plugin id="slurm" type="runner"
load="galaxy.jobs.runners.slurm:SlurmJobRunner">
<param id="drmaa_library_path">/users/staff/vangelis/slurmdrmaa/lib/libdrmaa.so</param>
</plugin>
</plugins>
<handlers>
<handler id="main"/>
</handlers>
<destinations default="local">
<destination id="slurm_cluster" runner="slurm">
<param id="nativeSpecification">-p fat -n 20</param>
</destination>
<destination id="local" runner="local"/>
</destinations>
<tools>
<tool id="helloworld" destination="slurm_cluster"/>
<tool id="mpipi" destination="slurm_cluster" />
</tools>
</job_conf>

Adding tools and deploying a local toolshed
During first tests with Galaxy it was difficult to figure out how to configure tools and run them. Part of
this reason is that out of the box Galaxy is very bioinformatics oriented with all tools related to genome
manipulation, processing of relevant file types (e.g. FASTA) and so on. There is no simple testing/demo
tool that one can run with a simple “hello world”-like application in order to test the installation. On
the bright side customization-wise Galaxy is very flexible offering the ability to alter many of the UI
aspects of the tool. After some experimentation and by consulting the Galaxy wiki we grasped the
basic concepts of adding and sharing tools.
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Tools can be added by hand locally, within the Galaxy installation, by preparing an xml configuration
file and copying under the galaxy/tools directory. Familiarity with this xml format is important. There
are many options regarding the application to be executed, the parameters to be passed, the data
consumed and produced, the dependencies of the application, how the application is displayed on
screen etc.
Below is an example of a simple tool that invokes the pdf2txt application (locally installed in the host)
for a given pdf file input generating the respective text output.
<tool id="pdf2txt" name="PDF2TXT" version="0.1.0">
<description>a given file</description>
<command>pdf2txt $input > $output</command>
<inputs>
<param format="pdf" name="input" type="data" label="Arbitrary PDF File"/>
</inputs>
<outputs>
<data format="txt" name="output" />
</outputs>
<help>
Transform a PDF file to raw text contents.
</help>
</tool>

Tools can be downloaded and installed also from the default galaxy toolshed (online service similar to
Docker hub, cloud marketplace etc). There is an option to deploy your own toolshed and link it to a
specific galaxy instance. The code for toolshed is part of the main galaxy distribution. The configuration
files lie on the same galaxy/config directory. Toolshed creates a different database than galaxy.
AAI support
Galaxy provides build-in support for OpenID authentication. We were able to enable it by checking the
relevant options in the configuration files, and login to Galaxy using Canonical credentials (from
OneCloud). Nevertheless, OpenID is right now rather obsolete and ID providers (such as Google) are
moving to OpenID Connect as a AAI technology. After some quick search, we found how to delegate
the AAI functionality on the Apache level. In this case, we can use SAML [16] through Shibboleth [6].
The implementation should be trivial. If this is valid it will be easy to integrate Galaxy as a service in the
federated AAI infrastructure deployed for OpenMinTeD.
Finally, there are some aspects that we didn’t have time to test or where configuration was not
straightforward. For example, it is not clear how can you keep accounting information of resource
usage either on the galaxy side (e.g. how many times a specific tool was used by a user) or on the
execution environment side (VM utilization, docker image utilization etc).
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Installing on a VM in ~okeanos
We used Ubuntu Server LTS 16.04.1. We had to install python-2.7 by hand (it is the default so a `sudo
apt-get install python` will do the trick). There were some issues with the LOCALE when running
`galaxy/run.sh`. Edited `/etc/default/locale` by hand to add LC_ALL in order to make it work. Proceeded
with cloning Galaxy 16.05 from github as previously, installed it and configured local runners for
running sample tools. As expected there are no real issues with running Galaxy on single VMs. It is easy
to replicate the installation in various instances and use them for testing and development purposes.
For production deployments, a more advanced setup is required, which uses PostegreSQL as backend
Database and is configured to run with Docker engine.
Running workloads with Docker engine and in a Docker swarm
We installed Docker on the above Ubuntu 16 Server VM using instructions from here:
https://docs.docker.com/engine/installation/linux/ubuntulinux/
Picked the following repository
`deb https://apt.dockerproject.org/repo ubuntu-xenial main`
Finished installation properly and added user ‘user’ in the docker group (was already created during
the docker installation process).
Installed a Galaxy Docker example from here:
GitHub - mikel-egana-aranguren/SADI-Docker-Galaxy: A Docker image containing SADI client and
associated tools that can be run in Galaxy (https://github.com/mikel-egana-aranguren/SADI-DockerGalaxy )
Then run the sample SADI workflow. It works straight out of the box with no problems. Galaxy
internally calls galaxy run command and the tools is executed from within the local Docker engine.
The next step was to run the tools in a Docker swarm. We used Docker swarm tool to create a swarm
of three VMs, one master and two worker machines. We configured the environment properly to
communicate with master VM as an entry point for running Docker containers and then instantiated
Galaxy process in these environments. We proceeded by running the SADI Docker tools example once
again. The setup worked fine. Galaxy process inherits the environment and the information about a
swarm and invocation of `docker run` command uses the available resources to instantiate the
containers. The swarm is managed manually outside Galaxy. This is one of the issues we have to
further investigate. In particular, how to automate the VM management process for swarms. In this
case Mesos with Marathon as backend scheduler looks very promising as a potential solution.
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Figure 13 - Running a sample workflow with dockerized tools

Testing Kubernetes
Started by instantiating one additional VM to be used for client. Installed Docker on client machine like
described above. Installed kub* set of tools as described here:
Kubernetes - Installing Kubernetes on Linux with kubeadm (http://kubernetes.io/docs/getting-startedguides/kubeadm/)
Started as master on first VM. We had to change galaxy’s default port from 8080 to 8090 because
`kubeadm` uses also 8080 by default.
Kubernetes master initialised successfully!
You can now join any number of machines by running the following on each node:
kubeadm join --token=30e84e.bac79502c8393a7c 83.212.97.129

Installed the flannel network plugin but not sure if this was done correctly and what correct installation
generally means.
In the end, we were not very happy with the result. Services installed consumed too much CPU
(load>8). The example pods did not deploy correctly. Probably and issue with the network plugin. We
didn’t invest more time to investigate it more in depth. We may revisit layer or drop it all together. One
main issue is that Kubernetes has its own way of handling resources comparing with “pure” Docker.
Evaluating CloudMan tool
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CloudMan [17] is a tool that automates the process of deploying a cluster of VMs, starting a Galaxy
instance and configuring this instance to use the cluster for workflow execution. Galaxy is not aware
that is running on the Cloud. It is configured with some scheduler that can submit jobs to the pool of
VMs.
The following resources are relevant.
GitHub - galaxyproject/cloudlaunch: Easily launch your own cloud servers for use with Galaxy and
CloudMan (https://github.com/galaxyproject/cloudlaunch)
There is an ongoing work for automating the deployment on private clusters. This is documented here
but obviously, it is still in pre-production development phase:
CloudMan/Building - Galaxy Wiki (https://wiki.galaxyproject.org/CloudMan/Building)
We opted for installing the Docker image than going through the process of installing everything by
hand. The instructions listed here were very useful:
GitHub - afgane/cloudlaunch-docker: A Dockerfile for building the Cloud Launch
(https://github.com/galaxyproject/cloudlaunch image (https://github.com/afgane/cloudlaunchdocker)
Notice that in our case we had to alter the DockerFile a bit in order to make the process complete.
Specifically, we added a 120sec delay after the startup of PostgreSQL in order to wait for the DB to
initialize properly before invoking the next command. The image was built successfully and started in
the same VM. CloudLaunch is available at port :8000. The vanilla installation doesn’t include support
for any cloud provider, it just shows an empty form. In the end CloudMan may be useful for some use
cases, but not exactly what we are looking for in the context of OpenMinTeD.
Data Management
DM evolves around the notion of datasets which are files that have been uploaded by the user or have
been created during the execution of a workflow. DM related user interaction is also very
bioinformatics oriented since datasets are expected to be genomes or similar type of data. For
example,e there is a section in Galaxy that enables visualization of datasets. This presumably is valid
for data that Galaxy can understand and they are supposed to be of some type the bioinformatics
applications use (e.g. FASTA).
Enabling object storage support
Storage options are defined in the config/object_store_conf.xm file. There is a sample configuration
with examples how to configure various storage backends, from local disk storage, to Amazon S3, iRods
and OpenStack Swift. Since Pithos+ is API compatible with Swift we tried to use the relevant
configuration and adopt it for Pithos+ but unfortunately without success. Pithos+ uses a different
approach to authentication and service access. In particular, Pithos+ clients first contact an
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authentication service, receive a list of endpoints and then communicate to the appropriate endpoint
passing file management commands. This is not compatible with how the underlying Python library
that Galaxy uses for swift integration (boto [18]) works to communicate to Swift instances.
Galaxy License
Galaxy is distributed under Academic Free #License version 3.0 under which anyone is allowed:
a) to reproduce
collective work;

the

Original

Work

in

copies,

either

alone

or

as

part

of

a

b) to translate, adapt, alter, transform, modify, or arrange the Original Work,
thereby creating derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon
the Original
Work;
c) to distribute or communicate copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to
the public, under any license of your choice that does not
contradict the terms
and conditions, including Licensor's reserved
rights and remedies, in this
Academic Free License;

Thus, we should have no problems with altering completely the environment and re-branding the
software.
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